
A Cloud-Based  
Supply Chain  
Requires Rebuilding  
From the Ground Up
On-prem systems can only take you so far —  
and are not designed to fuel your new cloud 
ERP system. GHX cloud solutions are designed 
specifically to optimize your cloud ERP system 
through partnerships with leading ERP vendors —  
including Infor, Oracle and Workday.

Manage cost-of-care 

GHX’s cloud solutions help you 
achieve a clinically integrated 
supply chain as you:

Shift to value-based care

Build supply chain resiliency

Improve accuracy in financial forecasting



Item Data Management and System 
Delivery Solutions
Improve accuracy of item data to run an efficient order 
cycle process and a contained item master

• NuVia®

• Clinical ConneXionSM

Procure-to-Pay Solutions 
Begin to automate processes, generate data, and 
improve accuracy and efficiency

• Exchange Services

• CCXpert

• OnDemand AP® Base E

• Provider Intelligence

On-Prem Solutions

Moving to Cloud:

Data Connect for Cloud 
Build a unified and synchronized data foundation 
• Clarity and consistency to all users of item information

• A single and efficient process for maintaining data in your ERP 
  and connected systems

• Update in your ERP in minutes, reducing manual interventions

• Simplify the churn, change and complexity of data management

• Foundational data for punchout and embedded ERP requisitioning

• Efficiently manage your expanding item data sets

Category Optimization for Cloud 
Impact outcomes with evidence-based data 
• Evaluate and compare savings opportunities across 45 PPI categories

• Identify supply chain cost drivers and variation at the case level

• Further strengthen data foundation with another source of accurate clinical data

• Tap into solution advisors to better understand outcomes

Exchange Enterprise for Cloud 
Automate transactions for more insight and lower operating costs
• Maximize negotiated prices by driving contract alignment

• Purchase the right product every time by automating POs, POAs and ASNs

• Vet vendors for safer purchasing

• Lower AP costs with automated invoice exception handling

• Understand supply chain performance with aggregated transaction data

It’s more than just  
bridging the gap.
It’s starting 
over in a new 
environment.
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